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This is the most detailed guide to hiking
and backpacking in Big Sur. Explore the
endless
hiking
and
backpacking
possibilities in 76 trips (plus numerous side
trips) on the rugged coastline and isolated
backcountry trails of Big Sur, Ventana
Wilderness, and Silver Peak Wilderness
with this brand new guide. Stretching 90
miles from Carmel to San Simeon, Big Sur
consists of coastal cliffs, jagged rocky
promontories, ancient redwood forests, and
lush riparian woodlands. This invaluable
resource gives the latest information on the
trails, roads, camps, and beaches in Big
Sur, plus all of the areas state parks and
wilderness areas.
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Best Trails in Pfeiffer Big Sur State Park Hiking Books of Interest For more in-depth information about the area,
hikes, or backpacking, four favorite resources for exploring in Big Sur are: Day Hikes Hiking in Big Sur - The HIkes:
Sorted by North to South The Hike Some Big Sur trails instantly reward you with giant redwoods and rocky streams.
This one requires you to work a bit for it. After parking, look for the Hiking in Big Sur - Hazards Scratch the
picturesque postcard surface of Big Sur, and youll reveal stunning hot springs and high-rise trails. Recommended 1-2
night hike in the Big Sur area - Backpacking Light When you visit Pfeiffer Big Sur State Park, this is the first trail
staff usually suggests, and rightly so. A perfect, though slightly challenging hike for both kids and Coastal backpacking
- Big Sur Forum - TripAdvisor The Hike Once youve parked, head east away from the ocean along the paved road
through the campsites under the tall redwoods. Up ahead youll see a Big Sur California offers several hiking
opportunities from gentle hikes along the Big Sur River to extreme backpacking in the wild and remote Ventana Big Sur
Hiking and Backpacking - Information on hiking in Big Sur, California. Trails, photos, description of hikes, tips, trail
maps, and directions to help visitors decide where to day hike in Big Sur. Best Trails near Big Sur, California Big
Sur is one of the countrys most iconic road trips. at popular spots, but some of Big Surs best hikes and waterfalls are
easily misse The Best of Big Sur: Hiking, Camping, Beaches, and Waterfalls - 7x7 Explore the best trails near Big
Sur, California with hand-curated trail maps and driving directions as well as detailed reviews and photos from hikers,
campers Hiking in Big Sur - The HIkes: Sorted by Favorites Trails, photos, description of hikes, tips, trail maps, and
directions to help most dramatic lookout along the Big Sur coast, and the Ewoldsen Trail takes you into Hiking in Big
Sur - Cruickshank Trail to Villa Creek Camp Excellent hike with Greg. He showed me some of Big Surs must sees
and shared with me his knowledge of the natural landscape and other local facts. A really Hiking and Backpacking Big
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Sur: A Complete Guide to the Trails of Big Sur Country and Analise Elliott Heids Hiking and Backpacking Big Sur
will not only get you started but are legitimate additions to the wealth of Big Sur Hiking in Big Sur - Mill Creek Trail
Big Sur California offers several hiking opportunities from gentle hikes along the Big Sur River to extreme backpacking
in the wild and remote Ventana Wilderness Press :: Hiking :: Hiking and Backpacking Big Sur, 2ed Day Hikes
Around Big Sur includes 80 unforgettable hikes along the spectacular coastal headlands. An excellent cross-section of
hikes accommodates every Adventure Weekend: Hike Big Sur, California - Backpacker A list of hiking and
backpacking trailheads available in the Big Sur region of Californias coast. : Hiking and Backpacking Big Sur: A
Complete Guide to The Hike After you park, walk back down the road just a few yards to the apex of the turn, Mill
Creek Trail is one of the spookier hikes in Big Sur since you are Hiking in Big Sur This short diversionary path
dissipates near the falls, but is worth a look, and might be just right for a quick hike if you dont have time for the
complete and more Big Sur - Redwood Hikes So far Ive only come across one rattlesnake (that I know of) while hiking
Big When hiking in mountain lion habitat, it is always best to hike with a companion. Hiking in Big Sur - Willow
Creek Trail One thing youll notice about bluff trails compared to hikes up into the canyons, is the unique and very
different plant and animal life. The Pacific Valley Bluff Trail Local Day Hikes in Big Sur California - Big Sur
Chamber of Commerce The Hike Once youve parked, start down the unmarked road towards the creek to the north.
The road/path is fairly well graded at first, but quickly becomes Trip Suggestions For The Big Sur Backcountry A
Complete Guide to the Trails of Big Sur, Ventana Wilderness, and Silver Peak Wilderness Hiking, biking and paddling
books for the active outdoor lifestyle. Hiking in Big Sur - Must See Day Hikes When you visit Pfeiffer Big Sur State
Park, this is the first trail staff usually suggests, and rightly so. A perfect, though slightly challenging hike for both kids
and Hiking in Big Sur - Limekiln Trails Im debating doing an overnight hike this weekend in the Big Sur area (Im
coming from the south so anything from San Simeon to Carmel is Hiking Trails in Big Sur California : Ventana,
Silver Peak Wilderness Information on hiking in Big Sur, California. Trails, photos, description of hikes, tips, trail
maps, and directions to help visitors decide where to day hike in Big Sur. Hiking in Big Sur - More Information The
Stone Ridge Trail in the Ventana Wilderness offers hikers the quintessential Big Sur experience. This incredibly scenic
trail takes backcountry travelers Hiking in Big Sur - Hike Map Hikers can enjoy the many scenic trails, including a
self-guided nature trail. Some campsites are along the Big Sur River. The name Big Sur is derived from the Hiking in
Big Sur - Salmon Creek Trail Editorial Reviews. About the Author. An avid hiker, backpacker, and naturalist, Analise
Elliot Heid has pursued an outdoor lifestyle both professionally and Best Backpacking Trails in California Explore
the best backpacking trails in California with hand-curated trail maps and driving directions as well as detailed reviews
and photos from hikers, campers
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